As a promising choice of alternative energy, wind power will account for a major part of energy generation in future Energy Internet. With the exploitation of wind power, multiple wind turbines (WTs) are deployed at remote and harsh areas, in which the adverse working environment may lead to enormous WT operating and maintenance costs. Deploying unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for WT detection and sensory data processing in wind farms has been considered as a promising technology to reduce the costs and improve inspection efficiency. In this paper, a mobile edge computing (MEC) driven UAV routine inspection scheme is proposed, in which the UAV not only detects WTs in multiple sorties, but also provides computing and offloading services. To provide seamless communication service, UAV can offload the sensory data to the ground station or satellite optimally. In order to minimize the total completion time, we jointly optimize the UAV trajectory and computation operations, while guaranteeing the data processing accuracy. In the proposed scheme, in order to overcome the influence of wind on UAV trajectory planning, a low complexity WT routine inspection trajectory and UAV scheduling approach is designed firstly. Then, we present an iterative optimization solution to minimize the energy consumption of computation processing, via finding the optimal offloading trajectory and computation offloading parameters. Finally, simulation results show that the proposed scheme can effectively improve the efficiency of UAV routine inspection system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the unprecedented economic development achieved by human society, the world faces several challenging energy issues, including energy inefficiency, environmental pollution, and grid information insecurity [1] , [2] . Energy Internet is widely regarded as a promising solution by the energy industry and consumers [3] , [4] . Borrowing attractive characteristics from the Internet, Energy Internet provides efficient interconnection among energy generation, transmission, distribution, transformation, storage, and consumption with novel information and communication technologies (ICT) such as Internet of things [5] , software-defined network [6] ,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huiqing Wen . and cloud computing [7] . To promote the development of the Energy Internet in an environment-friendly fashion, the penetration of renewable energy has to increase. Considering the intermittent and fluctuating characteristics of renewable energy sources, the high penetration of renewable energy requires not only the stable operation of power generation equipment, but also real-time communication and control between different networks [8] , [9] .
As one of the most common and mature renewable energy, wind power has made significant growth in recent years [10] . With the exploitation of wind power, wind turbines (WTs) are deployed at remote areas typically, which make them face harsh working conditions. The exposed blades of WT are vulnerable to pulsating wind loads and environmental factors, leading to frequent malfunctions and even blade damage [11] .
Once a blade is damaged, WT has to be shut down for maintenance, while the unscheduled downtime will cause enormous operating and maintenance (O&M) costs [12] . Fortunately, the O&M costs can be effectively reduced by applying WT blade detection.
Traditional WT blade detection methods are mainly realized by install various sensors on WTs. With the shortening of sensor lifetime, the sensor network may have detection errors or operation faults, which is difficult to identify. Meanwhile, the emergence of enormous sensor data also puts forward high requirements for the reliability of communication links between the monitoring network and control center. Recently, deploying unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to detect WT blades automatically has emerged as a promising solution to improve inspection efficiency [13] . By installing high definition (HD) camera and local computation module, UAVs can determine blade cracks without manual involvement. Considering that the remote wind farm has less navigation terrain features, the UAV needs to determine its detection trajectory first, and then detect WTs along the trajectory [14] . Different from the existing UAV trajectory planning, which does not consider the wind influence, the long-term wind in the wind farm makes the flight energy consumption different in different flight directions. The randomness of wind also Motivated by UAV-MEC and SAGIN, in this paper, we propose a MEC-driven UAV-enabled daily routine inspection scheme in a wind farm. In the system, the UAV needs to detect dozens of WTs in multi-sorties and then processes the sensory data by local computation or computation offloading. According to the energy consumption, UAV can offload the computation task to the ground station or satellite optimally. To our best knowledge, there are few researches that establishes a multi-sorties UAV routine inspection scheme which is affected by wind and studies the joint optimization of trajectory planning and computation offloading under the wind influence.
In this paper, we jointly optimize the detection trajectory, UAV scheduling, UAV local computation frequency, and computation offloading parameters, minimizing UAV detection completion time. Considering the coupling among these optimization variables, an alternative optimization method is proposed to solve the problem by iterating the following sub-problems: trajectory planning and UAV scheduling, offloading trajectory optimization, and computation offloading optimization. Firstly, we propose a multi-sorties UAV trajectory planning and scheduling approach, which considers the influence of dynamic wind speed and direction. According to the detection trajectory and computation offloading parameters, the optimal offloading mode and offloading trajectory under the accuracy constraint are derived. Finally, the Lagrange method is used to calculate the optimal UAV computation frequency, offloading power, and offloading time. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a MEC-driven UAV-enabled routine inspection scheme in a wind farm, while the wind influence on detection accuracy and energy consumption is considered. To provide seamless communication coverage, the SAGIN architecture is employed in the proposed scheme.
• We propose a multi-sorties UAV trajectory planning and scheduling approach in the detection process to weaken the wind influence.
• We propose an iterative offloading trajectory and computation offloading algorithm to optimize the computation offloading process, the UAV computation frequency, offloading modes, offloading power, and offloading time are jointly optimized. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section II. In Section III and Section IV, we describe the system model and formulate the optimization problem. Then, we propose an alternative optimization method in Section V. Considering the influence of wind, an UAV trajectory planning and scheduling approach is given firstly. Then, an iterative offloading trajectory and computation offloading algorithm is proposed to optimize the computation offloading process. Simulation results are presented in Section VI. Finally, we draw conclusions of our work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Many works have been dedicated to UAV-based applications, such as cargo delivery, real-time monitoring, providing wireless coverage, remote sensing, and civil infrastructure inspection [19] . These applications customarily need UAVs to visit many different locations on a large scale to provide services. Due to the limited capacity of batteries, UAVs often complete their missions by multiple sorties in practice. In [20] , a multi-variable delivery problem is analyzed, both the UAV efficiency, UAV cost, and customer experience are considered. A vehicle-drone cooperative parcel delivery system is considered in [21] , while the total cost of vehicle and UAV is reduced. The author further proposes a vehicle-assisted multi-UAVs routing and scheduling problem in [22] , and the problem is solved by jointly optimization of anchor point selection, path planning, and tour assignment. It is noteworthy that these studies only focused on the path planning of vehicle and UAVs, while the wind influence on flight energy consumption is not considered. In our scheme, the UAV needs to inspect the wind farm with long-term wind, and the influence of wind cannot be avoided. Moreover, the UAV not only plays the role of WT detection, but also has the ability of data processing.
Due to the high mobility, low cost, wide coverage, and on-demand deployment characteristics, UAV-based wireless communication is expected to play a significant role in the forthcoming fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks. According to the signal to noise ratio between different channels, the author in [23] proposes a multi-channel selection method. A multi-UAVs power line inspection is proposed in [24] , and the original problem is transformed into a twostage suboptimal problem to solve the coupling between different timescales. Different from to [23] , [24] , besides the wind influence on trajectory planning, the limited communication coverage in the remote area also bring high energy consumption to UAV. To provide seamless, efficient, and cost-effective communication service, a software-defined SAGIN architecture is proposed in [17] to eliminate the impact of independent terrestrial network that needs to support diverse vehicular services. For cross-tier interference among SAGIN, a two-stage joint hovering altitude and power control solution is proposed in [25] . Furthermore, a SAGIN edge/cloud computing architecture is presented in [26] , where UAVs provide near-user edge computing and satellites provide the access to remote cloud servers. In our system, besides the offloading mode selection, we also need to optimize the UAV offloading trajectory under different offloading modes, as well as the computation offloading parameters.
In the UAV-based communication services, MEC has become an efficient solution to cope with the computation intensive, high energy consumption, and high reliability applications [27] , [28] . In [29] , by arranging multiple UAVs to collect perceptual data of the same sensing task collaboratively, and transmit the collected data to the BS separately, the detection completion time is minimized. A wireless powered UAV-enabled MEC system is studied in [30] , where the computation rate maximization problem is addressed under both partial and binary computation offloading modes. For the randomness of ground user computation tasks, a Lyapunov based method is proposed in [31] to minimize the average weighted user energy consumption. In order to complete the task faster, the energy consumption of UAV needs to be increased, which will also make the charging time of UAV longer. While, the charging time is generally longer than the time saved. Hence, it is necessary to increase the UAV energy efficiency in each sortie. In [32] , the UAV energy efficiency is maximized under the partial computation offloading mode. The author in [33] proposes a multiple UAVs-enabled MEC network, while the energy efficiency of UAV and users are both considered. However, all of the above researches only consider task completion time, energy consumption, or energy efficiency in single sortie. In our system, our objective is to minimize the total completion time of UAV in multi-sorties. Hence, the balance between task completion time and energy consumption of each sortie should be considered.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wind farm is located in a remote area, where dozens of WTs are deployed to generate electricity. In the wind farm, there is no cellular coverage, so we utilize the SAGIN architecture to provide communication and computation service. In the SAGIN, there including three network segments, i.e., the ground segment, the air segment, and the space segment. On the ground, the transformer substation (TS) is equipped with edge server to provide limited coverage of communication and computation services for UAV. The TS is also equipped with charging station to provide charging service for UAV. As an air element, UAV is equipped with HD camera, communication units, and computation units. In space, one or more LEO satellites establish a satellite network to provide full communication coverage of the wind farm, and the received data is further transmitted to the cloud server for processing. The overview of the SAGIN architecture is shown in Fig. 1 .
The mission of UAV is to detect N WTs in the wind farm. Since the battery capacity is limited, UAV needs K sorties to complete the detection of wind farm. The sets of the N UAVs and K sorties are denoted as N = [1, 2, . . . , N ] and K = [1, 2, . . . , K ], respectively. In each sortie, it includes flight, detection, offloading, and charging processes. After leaving the TS, the UAV flies to the WTs according to the scheduled route. When arriving at the WT, the UAV starts the WT detection process. By taking images or videos with the HD camera, the UAV can obtain the surface condition of WT components, especially the blades. After detection, the UAV needs to process the sensory data by UAV local computation or computation offloading. According to offloading energy consumption, the UAV can select to offload the data to TS or satellite. Considering the timeliness of the sensory data, all sensory data need to be processed before the next WT detection. After processing all the sensing data, the UAV flight to the next WT and begin the detection process. When all WTs in this sortie have been detected, the UAV return to the TS for charging. After charging, the UAV will begin the detection of the next sortie, and the routine inspection is completed until all of the WTs in the wind farm are detected.
Without loss of generality, we adopt the three-dimensional Euclidean coordinate system, with a height of z n for each WT blade hub and its horizontal positions expressed as l n = (x n , y n ). The TS location is denoted as l TS = (0, 0, H 0 ). We assume the UAV is hovering at the same altitude z n as WT blade hub in the detection process. While, the UAV is flying at the lowest safe altitude z s during flight process and offloading process to reduce the influence of wind, since the wind speed will increase with the flight altitude. The horizontal plane coordinate of UAV at t slot is q[t], where q[t] = (x t , y t ), t ∈ T and T {1, . . . , T }. Correspondingly, the distance d TS,t between UAV and TS and the distance d n,t between UAV and WTn can be expressed as
A. UAV DETECTION
In the detection process, we assume that the UAV detection time t d is fixed and related to the blade size. To ensure the detection accuracy, UAV needs to approach the WT blades.
Considering that the wind may change at any time, once gust occurs during the detection process, it may cause the UAV impact on the WT blades and damage to both. To avoid damage to the blade caused by UAV, we introduced safety detection distance as d s = v w t s , where v w is the wind speed and t s is the UAV response time.
Restricted by the performance of camera, the detection accuracy decreases as the detection distance between UAV and WT increases. To reflect the relationship between detection distance and successful detection probability, we adopt a probabilistic sensing model similar to [29] . The successful detection probability of WT at the safety detection distance is
where λ is a parameter reflecting the camera performance.
B. UAV COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
Similar to [30] , we assume that the wireless channel between UAV and TS is dominated by line-of-sight (LoS) link. Thus, the channel power gain is given as
where β 0 is the channel power gain at a reference distance of d = 1m. According to UAV offloading power P o [n], the WT n offloading rate r to [n] is
where B is the communication bandwidth, and σ 2 is the variance of additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean. Then, the computation offloading amounts R to [n] and offloading energy consumption E to [n] within the offloading time t o [n] in TS-based offloading mode can be expressed as
In the real environment, with the transmission distance increases, the transmission channel also contains non lineof-sight (NLOS) component, which leads to the decrease of transmission success rate. To simplify the problem, we choose the LoS probability to express the successful offloading probability
where d to = 294.05log 10 (z s ) − 432.94 is the transmission success threshold at altitude z s , p 0 = 233.98log 10 (z s ) − 0.95. According to (2) and (6), we can get the successful valid sensory data offloading probability as
Thus, in TS-based offloading mode, in order to reduce the packet loss probability and offloading energy consumption, the UAV should fly to the offloading point near the TS for communication.
In satellite-based offloading mode, due to the longer communication distance, we assume the satellite-based offloading rate r so , which is typically smaller than TS-based offloading rate r to , is linearly related to the offloading power P o [n] [26] . Then, the computation offloading amounts R so [n] and offloading energy consumption E so [n] within the offloading time t o [n] in satellite-based offloading mode can be expressed as
After receiving the sensory data, the satellite will forward it to the cloud server for processing.
In the offloading process, if UAV selects the TS-based offloading mode, UAV inevitably needs to approach the TS for communication, while the offloading rate r so is smaller than r to under same offloading power P o [n]. Thus, when TS-based offloading is selected, simultaneous perform satellite-based offloading will only bring higher energy consumption, vice versa. The different characteristics of TS-based offloading and satellite-based offloading make it necessary to determine which mode should be adopted.
C. UAV LOCAL COMPUTATION
In order to efficiently utilize the energy, UAV can adjust the CPU frequency f [n] adaptively according to the computation task [16] , [32] . The computation amounts R c [n] and the computation energy consumption E c [n] within the computation time t c [n] can be expressed as
where C u denotes the number of CPU cycles to complete the computation, θ u is the effective capacitance coefficient of the CPU. Under the partial computation offloading mode, UAV can processes the sensory data simultaneously by computation offloading and UAV local computation. Since all sensory data need to be processed before the next WT detection begins, we have the data processing constraint as follow
where R n is the WT sensory data amount at WTn, which is related to blade damage condition. And σ = {0, 1} is the offloading mode selection, when σ = 0 means UAV select the TS-based offloading, and UAV selects the satellitebased offloading when σ = 1. Furthermore, according to the computation offloading mode, we can get the corresponding computation processing energy consumption for each WT,
As shown in Fig. 2a , in the TS-based offloading mode, UAV can perform local computation until all of the sensory data has be processed. Thus, the UAV local computation process including the flight process t so [n] from detection point to offloading point and the computation offloading process 
As shown in Fig. 2b , in the satellite-based offloading mode, UAV also performs local computation and offloading at the same time. The difference is that if UAV reaches the next WTs before all the data has been processed, it needs to hover and wait for the task completed. Obviously, fast arrival and hovering wait will consume more energy than uniform speed flight. Thus, when t c [n] = t o [n] = t f [n], the computation processing energy consumption is minimized. And the total detection and processing time for WTn is
According to the computation offloading mode, we can get the total flight time T f [k] in the kth sortie, (12) where t f 1 [k] is the UAV flight time from TS to the first WT to be detected in the kth sortie, and N k is the set of WTs to be detected in the kth sortie.
D. UAV FLIGHT ENERGY CONSUMPTION
According to the UAV trajectory, the UAV flight speed, i.e. relative ground speed, can be obtained as
where · denotes the Euclidean norm. Thus, for the given detection trajectory q [k] in kth sorties, we have the flight time
In the flight process, besides the relative ground speed, UAV also needs to overcome the wind resistance with wind speed v w . Hence, the UAV relative propulsion speed is v p = v u − v w . For mechanical limitation and safety consideration, UAV has a maximum propulsion speed v max .
The flight energy of UAV is composed of propulsion energy consumption and gravitational potential energy to be overcome, which is given by
where m is the mass of UAV, g is the gravitational acceleration, t f is the flight time, and s is the UAV flight distance.
In the detection process, in order to ensure the detection accuracy, UAV should adopt hovering mode, i.e., the UAV needs to overcome the wind resistance and maintains the relative ground speed equal to 0. Thus, according to the flight energy consumption and the computation processing energy consumption for each WT, we have the total energy consumption of UAV in kth sortie
Consider the limited battery capacity, we have the energy consumption constraint in each sortie
where E u is the UAV maximum battery capacity. After one sortie is finished, the charging time
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Note that the effective detection time of HD camera is only in the daytime, so the detection of wind farm needs to be completed faster. With the change of wind, the flight energy consumption and detection accuracy will changes. And these changes will further affect the computation offloading optimization. Hence, in this paper, we try to minimize the completion time of wind farm detection, while guaranteeing the detection and processing accuracy of each WT, by jointly optimizing UAV trajectory q[t], UAV computation frequency f [n], offloading mode σ , offloading power P o [n], and offloading time t o [n]. Thus, the optimization problem can be formulated as
} is the optimal variable set. C1 guarantees the successful valid sensory data processing probability; C2 is the UAV flight speed constraint; C3 and C4 respectively represent the UAV transmission power and computation frequency constraints; C5 means the UAV has the same initial and final position.
B. PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION
Problem P 1 is formulated as a joint optimization problem, which involves both the large-timescale optimization, such as trajectory planning and UAV scheduling, the values of which are optimized in the timescale of day, and the smalltimescale optimization, such as UAV computation frequency and offloading mode selection, the values of which are optimized for each WT. It is infeasible to obtain the optimal solution in polynomial time due to the optimization variables of P 1 are coupled with each other.
To provide a solution, the timescale difference between the detection trajectory planning and the computation processing optimization is utilized as a preknowledge to simplify the problem. Correspondingly, problem P 1 can be transformed into a two-stage suboptimal problem. Furthermore, consider the fact that the flight energy consumption of the whole sortie is generally several orders of magnitude higher than computation processing energy consumption. Thus, the detection trajectory planning and UAV scheduling is solved in the first stage according to the energy consumption data stored in the memory. Then, the computation processing is optimized in the second stage based on the optimal detection trajectory. The detection trajectory planning and UAV scheduling optimization sub-problem is given by (16) .
In the offloading trajectory optimization sub-problem, given the UAV detection trajectory and computation offloading parameters, the offloading trajectory optimization subproblem is given by (10) .
In the computation offloading optimization sub-problem, given the UAV detection and offloading trajectory, the computation offloading optimization sub-problem is given by 
To solve these problems, we propose a detection trajectory planning and UAV scheduling optimization approach in Section V-B. Then, we optimize the offloading trajectory in Section V-C. At last, the computation offloading parameters are optimized in Section V-D.
V. PROBLEM SOLUTION
In this section, we propose a detection trajectory planning and UAV scheduling (DTPUS) approach and an iterative offloading trajectory and computation offloading (IOTCO) algorithm to obtain the optimal solutions of the routine inspection trajectory and computation offloading mode respectively. Firstly, we give two specific flight speeds to respectively optimize the flight energy consumption and flight distance under the wind influence. Then, we give the details of DTPUS approach, and the approach mainly comprises three parts: WT grouping, detection trajectory planning in each sortie, and UAV scheduling and optimization. For the given detection trajectory, we give the offloading mode selection discriminant and optimize the offloading trajectory under different offloading modes. After that, we adopt the Lagrange duality method to optimize the computation offloading variables. Last, we give the IOTCO optimization algorithm, and analyze the algorithm.
A. FLIGHT SPEED OPTIMIZATION
To overcome the influence of wind on trajectory planning, two specific flight speeds with high practical value, namely the maximum-endurance (ME) speed v me and the maximumrange (MR) speed v mr , are given [34] . The detailed descriptions of the two speeds are as follows:
1) ME SPEED
The ME speed v me is the optimal flight speed that maximizes the UAV energy efficiency to prolong the flight time. According to flight energy consumption (14) , the UAV flight energy consumption is composed of propulsion energy and gravitational potential energy. If speed is low, the UAV will spend much time to reach its destination, which will consume much energy to overcome its gravity. If speed is high, the propulsion energy consumption will increase in geometric series under the influence of wind. To optimize the UAV flight energy efficiency, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For the given wind speed v w , the optimal ME speed is v me = min{ v 2 w + 2g, v max }. Proof: Taking the derivative of the flight energy consumption E p w.r.t UAV relative ground speed v u yields
Let ∂E p ∂v u = 0, the optimal v me can be obtained.
2) MR SPEED
Besides the ME speed, the MR speed v mr is the optimal flight speed that maximizes the UAV flight distance to extend the detection range. For any given UAV battery capacity E u , the flight distance with UAV flight speed v u can be expressed as E u V E p . The energy consumption per meter can be defined as
To extend the UAV detection range, we have the following theorem according to (22) . Theorem 2: For the given wind speed v w , the optimal MR speed is
Let ∂P(v) ∂v u = 0, the optimal v mr can be obtained.
B. UAV ROUTINE INSPECTION TRAJECTORY PLANNING
To solve the UAV routine inspection trajectory planning, we propose a DTPUS as follows, and the flow of DTPUS is shown in Fig. 3 . At the beginning of the scheme, we initialize the possible WT combinations first. In each sortie flight, UAV needs to flight a roundtrip between WT and TS, and provides detection and processing services for up to M nearby WTs. Thus, for a given UAV battery capacity, we have
where d is the distance from WT to TS, and s avg is the average distance from WT to nearby WTs, E d is the detection energy consumption, and E pro is the computation processing energy consumption. E d and E pro can be extracted from the memory. By calculating (24) , we select at most M nearby WTs for each WT to form combinations. Then, we connect the combinations into groups in this procedure. Considering that once the WT far from the TS is omitted, it will lead to higher extra flight energy consumption. Thus, we group the WTs from the outside to the inside. To complete detection faster, each WT shall not be included by multiple groups. Hence, we remove the grouped WTs, and gradually group the remaining WTs inward until all WTs are grouped.
For the given WT groups, we need to determine the detection queue forward or backward. On the one hand, the suitable flight direction can reduce the flight energy consumption. On the other hand, the changes of wind speed and direction in the future will also influence the flight energy consumption. Hence, we select the detection order according to the wind direction and future changes.
In order to obtain the detection trajectory in each sortie, we also need to determine the first detection WT and last detection WT, i.e., head WT and tail WT. By subtracting the energy consumption from tail WT to head WT, and adding the energy consumption from TS to head WT and tail WT to TS, we can obtain the energy consumption under different WT combinations. Then, by comparing the energy consumption of different WT combinations, the head and tail WTs can be determined.
For the given detection trajectory in each sortie, with the change of daily wind, different UAV scheduling will also affect the flight energy consumption. In general, the change of wind has some regularity, i.e., the wind is stronger at morning and night, but weaker at noon. By matching the wind speed with the energy consumption of each sortie, e.g., scheduling the lower flight energy consumption groups at higher wind speed moments, the UAV scheduling can be realized.
In the WT grouping procedure, the external sorties can select the most appropriate combinations, while the internal sorties may have some relatively distant WTs, i.e., the suboptimal selection. Thus, in this procedure, we will reschedule the crossed groups. Then, we split WTs with crossover from existing group and rearrange them to the crossover group. When there is no cross between all groups, we further adopt the splitting and rearranging method to optimize the groups at higher wind speed moments.
After the above procedure, the optimized UAV detection trajectory and scheduling is obtained. Then, we record the wind changes and the corresponding WT grouping in this procedure. After computation processing optimization, we will further update the computation processing amount and average energy consumption for each WT.
C. OFFLOADING TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
After the detection trajectory in each sortie is determined, we need to optimize the computation offloading process. Since the offloading trajectory will lead to the change of computation offloading variables, we will optimize the offloading trajectory first. In this section, we elaborate the TS-based offloading process and satellite-based offloading process firstly, and give the discriminant of offloading mode selection. Then, for given computation offloading variables, the optimization of offloading trajectories under different offloading modes are presented.
In TS-based offloading mode, in order to ensure the reliability of data transmission, UAV needs to fly back for offloading. According to (6) , it is obvious that the distance between UAV and TS d TS and successful offloading probability Pr tr,n are negatively correlated. Therefore, the trade-off between transmission energy consumption and successful transmission probability is required. With the accuracy constraint, we adopt the distance r o , which is corresponding to the minimum successful transmission probability, as the offloading distance. Thus, the feasible offloading points are on a semicircle, with TS as the center and r o as the radius.
For TS-based full computation offloading mode, the optimal offloading location l opt fto is at the intersection of the semicircle and the perpendicular bisector between WTn and WTn + 1, since the offloading trajectory corresponding to this point is the shortest. For TS-based partial computation offloading mode, in order to increase the local computation amount, UAV can appropriately extend the flight time t so and adjust the offloading location to l opt par accordingly. The offloading trajectories of these two offloading modes are shown in Fig. 4 . To simplify the energy consumption in TS-based offloading mode, we adopt the full computation offloading mode and ignore the wind influence. Assume the distance between WTn and TS is d, and the distance between WTn and WTn+1 is 2s. We can get the distance between WTn and l opt fto is
Then, the energy consumption E TO [n] in TS-based offloading mode is
In satellite-based offloading mode, UAV can offload the data directly to the satellite. Thus, UAV can perform local VOLUME 7, 2019 computation and computation offloading in a straight flight from WTn to WTn + 1. The offloading trajectory of satellitebased computation offloading is shown in Fig. 4 . Similar to (26) , we adopt the full computation offloading mode to calculate the energy consumption E SO [n] in satellite-based offloading mode,
By compare E TO [n] and E SO [n], we can get the offloading mode selection discriminant
When D ≥ 0, it means TS-based offloading mode will consume much energy than satellite-based offloading, thus we will select the satellite-based offloading mode, vice versa. According to Fig. 4 , we can find that the offloading trajectory changes little in the offloading process, which makes the flight time change little. Thus, we will ignore the flight time in the offloading trajectory optimization and only consider the energy consumption in the later optimization.
In the TS-based offloading mode, we need to select the optimal offloading location from the feasible solutions to extend the local computation time of UAV. Thus, for TS-based offloading mode, P 3 can be transformed into P 3−1 ,
where l off [n] denotes the optimal offloading point for WT n in TS-based offloading. Since P 3−1 is a convex function and only related to the offloading point, we adopt the bisection method to solve it. To reduce the computational complexity, we derive the lower bound and upper bound of the search space. As shown in Fig.4 , the shortest offloading trajectory after detection, i.e., the lower bound δ lb n , is on the intersection of the semicircle and the line segment from WT n to TS. Similar, we can get the upper bound δ ub n . In the satellite-based offloading mode, we need to select the optimal flight speed according to the computation offloading parameters to reduce the flight energy consumption of UAV. Thus, for satellite-based offloading mode, P 3 can be transformed into P 3−2 ,
where v so [n] denotes the optimal flight speed for WT n in satellite-based offloading. Since P 3−2 is a convex function and only related to flight speed, we also adopt the bisection method to solve it.
D. COMPUTATION OFFLOADING OPTIMIZATION
For the given UAV detection and offloading trajectory, we need to optimize the computation offloading variables in this section. Then, the P 4 can be transformed into P 4−1 , given as
It is obviously that the objective function of P 4−1 is convex and all constraints in P 4−1 is convex. So, P 4−1 is convex and we can use the Lagrange duality method to solve P 4−1 .
By solving the Lagrangian function, Theorem 3 can be obtained. Theorem 3: For the given detection and offloading trajectory q(i), the optimal CPU frequency and offloading power can be respectively expressed as
where α ≥ 0 denotes the dual variable associated with the constraint (10), and [x] a b min{a, max{x, b}}. Proof: Please see Appendix A.
To obtain the value of dual variables, we choose the subgradient method to solve it.
where i denotes the iteration index, θ(i) is the iterative steps, and the corresponding subgradient α(i) is represented as
where f i,opt [n], P i,opt o
[n] represent the optimal solutions at the ith iterations.
For offloading time t o [n], the derivative of the corresponding Lagrange function L is obviously a linear function. Hence, we adopt bisection method to solve the linear optimization and obtain the optimal offloading time.
E. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM AND ANALYSIS
Based on the offloading mode selection discriminant (28) , the solutions of offloading trajectory, and Theorem 3, an Iterative Offloading Trajectory and Computation Offloading (IOTCO) algorithm is proposed to optimize the computation processing process. The details of the IOTCO algorithm are presented in Algorithm 1.
Theorem 4: The iterative Algorithm 1 always converges. Proof: Please see Appendix B. The complexity of Algorithm 1 comes from three aspects. The first aspect is from the offloading mode selection. The second aspect is from the offloading trajectory optimization in the outer loop. For two different offloading modes, Algorithm 1 Iterative Offloading Trajectory and Computation Offloading Algorithm 1: Input:
, v u , and the tolerance errors ξ 1 , and ξ 2 . 2: Initialization:
The iterative number i = 1, j = 1, and α(i). 3: determine the offloading modes σ by discriminant (28); 4: Repeat 1: 5: if D < 0 then 6: use bisection method to solve (31) and obtain l off [n]; 7: else 8: use bisection method to solve (35) and obtain v so [n]; 9: end if 10 we both use the bisection method. The third aspect is from the computation offloading optimization in the inner loop, it contains the computation of the UAV computation frequency and the offloading power, the bisection method for obtaining the offloading time, and the subgradient method for computing the dual variables. Let L 1 and L 2 denote the number of iterations required for the outer loop and the inner loop of Algorithm 1. Let ξ 1 and ξ 2 denote the tolerance error for the subgradient method and bisection method. Hence, the total complexity of Algorithm 1 is O[N + NL 1 (log 2 (1/ξ 2 ) + 2L 2 + L 2 /ξ 2 1 + L 2 log 2 (1/ξ 2 ))] and O(·) is the big-O notation.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results to validate the performance of the proposed DTPUS approach and IOTCO algorithm. We adopt DJI M200 as the simulation UAV, the mass of M200 is 5kg, and the battery capacity E u is 7650mAh. According to [10] , we choose the common 600 kW wind turbine, with a blade radius of D = 20m, as the detection objects. For the horizontal and vertical spacing of the main windward side, 6D and 4D are used. The corresponding TS and WT locations are set as Fig. 6a . For satellite communication, we consider there is one LEO satellite providing the full coverage to the wind farm in the offloading process. And the satellite communication rate is set as 5Mbps [26] . The detail settings are given in Table 1 . The performance of the proposed DTPUS approach and IOTCO algorithm are compared with the following baseline or simple schemes:
• Fixed detection order (FDO) scheme: UAV detects WTs in sequence by serpentine queue, the serpentine queue is shown in Fig. 6a .
• Full UAV local computation (FLC) scheme: UAV computes all the sensory data locally, with fixed CPU frequency f [n] = f max .
• Full TS-based offloading (FTO) scheme: UAV offloads all the sensory data to the TS. The offloading location is obtained by solving the problem P 3−1 , and the offloading power is fixed as P o [n] = P o,max .
• Partial TS-based offloading (PTO) scheme: UAV computes partial sensory data locally and offloads the rest data to the TS. The IOTCO algorithm is adopted to optimize the offloading process.
• Full satellite-based offloading (FSO) scheme: UAV offloads all of the sensory data to the satellite. The offloading flight speed is obtained by solving the problem P 3−2 , and the offloading rate is fixed as r so = 5Mbps. Fig. 5 shows the flight energy consumption and flight distance under different wind speeds v w , wind direction, and flight speeds v u . We compare the ME speed v me and MR speed v mr with the fixed flight speed v c = 5m/s. From Fig. 5 , we can find that the ME speed has the minimum flight energy consumption, and the MR speed has the maximum flight distance. With the wind speed increases, the flight energy consumption decreases in the downwind condition, while the flight energy consumption increases in the upwind condition. This is because that when the UAV is flying in the downwind, it can fly at the optimized ME speed or MR speed with a small propulsion speed. However, when the UAV is flying in the upwind, the propulsion speed is the sum of relative ground speed and wind speed. With the increase of wind speed, the flight energy consumption of UAV increases geometrically. Furthermore, when the wind speed is greater than 7m/s, the required UAV propulsion speed is greater than the maximum UAV flight speed. In order to ensure the safety of the UAV, the UAV needs to adopt the maximum flight speed to fly, which leads to the relative ground speed lower than the optimized speed, and further increasing the UAV flight energy consumption. Considering that ME and MF speeds have different characteristics in energy efficiency and flight distance, it is necessary to select the optimal flight speed, according to the wind speed and battery capacity, to improve the detection efficiency. Fig. 6 shows the UAV detection trajectory and scheduling under different schemes. The hourly average wind speed and direction during the day come from NREL Flatirons Campus [35] . From Fig. 6b , we can find that UAV detects WTs in sequence along serpentine queues. Once the power is insufficient to support the next WT detection, the UAV will return to TS. Therefore, UAV can detect four WTs in a single sortie only when the wind speed is low and the WT is close to TS. While in Fig. 6c , the average distances of four WTs detected in a single sortie are much farther than those in FDO scheme. On the one hand, by dynamically adjusting the detection sequence, it can ensure that the sorties with relatively high energy consumption can be executed at low wind speed. On the other hand, the overall flight efficiency is improved by grouping the WTs of different distances. Fig. 7 shows the total energy consumption of UAV under different schemes and battery capacities. The detection trajectory planning (DTP) scheme only adopts the WT grouping and UAV scheduling optimization, without considering UAV scheduling optimization. We can find that: under all of the schemes, when battery capacity is low, the total energy consumption of UAV remains unchanged since UAV can only detect one WT at a sortie. With the battery capacity increase, the total energy consumption of UAV rapid decrease until the next power bottleneck is reached. While, due to the introduction of extra batteries, the total energy consumption of UAV has increased slightly. Moreover, the performance of the proposed DTPUS scheme is better than the other two schemes, which means the effectiveness of joint optimization of trajectory planning and UAV scheduling. Fig. 8 shows the processing energy consumption under different schemes and data amounts. To better reflection the energy consumption under different schemes, we set the WT locations as: l 1 = [−60, 100], l 2 = [60, 100], l 3 = [180, 100], l 4 = [0, 180], l 5 = [120, 180]. As shown in Fig. 8 , the UAV energy consumption by using our proposed method is the smallest among other benchmark schemes. Since the FCO scheme requires UAV to fly to the offloading point, when the data amount is small, it still needs to consume much energy. While, with the increase of data amounts, the energy consumption of FSO and FLC schemes increase rapidly. Moreover, due to the absence of satellite communication in PTO scheme, energy consumption increases rapidly when the local computing cannot meet the computation requirements. In Fig. 9 , we give the offloading trajectories of PTO and partial TS-based or satellite-based offloading (PTSO) with data amount R n = 500Mb. We can see that: in the PTSO mode, when the data amount is small and the distance to TS is too far, satellite communication is adopted to offload the computation data. With the further increase of data amounts, the energy consumption of satellite communication increases gradually. At last, all of the WT sensory data are processed by TS-based partial computation offloading when R n > 800Mb. Fig. 10 shows the time consumption of UAV under different offloading modes and data amounts. From Fig. 10 , we can find that PTSO mode is small than PTO mode in both processing time consumption, charging time consumption, and total time consumption. The reason is that UAV not only consumes much flight energy, but also generates relatively more flight time in the process of flying to TS. Although TS-based offloading rate is faster than satellitebased offloading rate, it still cannot compensate for the flight consumption when the data amounts are small. Thus, in the remote wind farms without terrestrial access network coverage, it is necessary to introduce satellite communication to assist TS communication. Fig. 11 shows the convergence performance of Algorithm 1. The data amounts of each WT is set as 600Mb, 700Mb, and 800Mb. It can be seen from Fig. 11 , for different WT data amounts, the total time consumption achieving the minimum value only takes 5-6 iterations. Thus, our proposed IOTCO algorithm has a faster convergence rate. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the system of UAV daily routine inspection in wind farm, where UAV performs detection and sensory data processing with the aid of edge server and satellite. In order to guarantee the validity of the sensory data after processing and minimize the detection completion time in the wind farm, the UAV trajectory and computation offloading are jointly optimized. Specially, the wind influence on trajectory planning is considered. Considering the timescale difference between the detection trajectory planning and the computation processing optimization, two optimization approaches are proposed. Firstly, we divided the detection trajectory planning into flight speed and motion direction, and solved separately. Then, we proposed the IOTCO algorithm to select the optimal offloading modes and optimize corresponding offloading variables. Finally, extensive simulations are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
APPENDIXES APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Let α ≥ 0 denotes the dual variable associated with the constraint (10), then we can get the Lagrangian function of P 4 
Then, let ∂L ∂f [n] = 0, the optimal f * [n] can be obtained. Similarly, let ∂L ∂P o [n] = 0, the optimal P * o [n] can be obtained. The proof of Theorem 3 is finished.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
For convenient presentation, let q i , f i , P i , t i denote the optimized solution q i,opt [n], f i,opt [n], P i,opt [n], t i,opt [n] in the ith iteration, respectively. E i obj is the objective values, the energy consumption of UAV in the computation offloading process, in the ith iteration. And E(q, f , P, t) is the energy representation as the parameter changes.
The proof is established by showing that the UAV energy consumption in the process of computation processing is nonincreasing when sequence (q i , f i , P i , t i ) is updated. According to Algorithm 1, we have
Inequality (a) reduces the energy consumption of UAV by finding the optimal offloading trajectory q i under the fixed computation offloading parameters (f i−1 , P i−1 , t i−1 ). Inequality (b) refers to the optimization of UAV computation frequency f i and offloading power P i under the fixed offloading trajectory q i and offloading time t i−1 , i.e., fixed UAV processing and offloading time, to reduce the processing energy consumption. Inequality (c) follows from that t i is the optimal offloading time to ensure that the computation task is completed in the minimum time under the fixed offloading trajectory q i , UAV computation frequency f i , and offloading power P i . Thus, the sum power is non-increasing after the update of offloading trajectory, UAV computation frequency, offloading power, and offloading time. Furthermore, the UAV energy consumption is always positive. Since the UAV energy consumption is nonincreasing in each iteration according to (37) and the UAV energy consumption is finitely lower-bounded by the flight energy consumption without computation processing. Thus, Algorithm 1 must converge.
